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      Introduction: Direct observations of polar permanently 
shadowed regions (PSRs) on the Moon revealed the 
presence of surficial deposits of cold-trapped ice [1-5], and 
indirect observations have suggested extensive, deeply 
buried, ice deposits may be sufficiently thick to alter the 
morphology of km-sized craters [6-7]. However, the long-
term evolution of lunar ice – as well as the potential link 
between exposed, near-surface, and deeply buried ice – is 
poorly understood. Impact gardening, an important geologic 
process in the present lunar environment, can effectively 
rework the lunar near-subsurface [8]: eroding ice through 
impact-induced heat or exposure to the lunar space 
environment, or protecting ice through burial [9-11]. Here 
we present REGOLIT (Reworking and Gardening of Lunar 
Impacted Terrains): a versatile, 3-D, thermo-mechanical 
model to simulate the effects of impact gardening on lunar 
polar ice. REGOLIT incorporates elements from Monte 
Carlo models of cratered terrains [12], non-discretized 
(“infinitely” resolvable) subsurface [10], as well as 
shadowing and thermal effects [13-14]. By tuning the 
mechanical and thermal parameters of the model, we 
explore the influence of its extensive phase space on the 
accumulation and stratigraphic evolution of lunar polar ice 
trapped inside cold traps on small scales (< 10 km).  

Methods: REGOLIT is based on CTEM (Cratered 
Terrain Evolution Model) [12], a Monte Carlo model 
developed to investigate lunar cratered topographies. The 
model randomly selects an impactor energy from a 
probability density function (PDF), calibrated using 
observations of bolides in Earth’s atmosphere and near-
Earth and main belt asteroids [15-17] as well as its impact 
location. Then, it forms a crater on an initially flat periodic 
grid with pre-determined subsurface structure, following 
known cavity volume and ejecta emplacement scaling laws 
based on Maxwell’s Z-model [12,18]. Subsurface layering 
is managed by removing and depositing three distinct types 
of materials: “regolith”, “ice”, and “other” (not used in this 
work), that differ by their mechanical properties, and affect 
the size and ejecta of the formed cater (averaged over the 
properties of the layers the crater was formed in). Layers can 
be pure, or contain a mixture of materials (e.g., “icy 
regolith”). Material displaced from the cavity is averaged 
over all layers and redeposited in the crater raised rim and 
ejecta blanket. Ejecta from large impacts outside the grid, 
which can bury ice deposits over long time scales [10], is 
accounted for in a similar manner. Among the parameters 
that can be set by the user is the fraction of volatiles retained 
in the displaced material post-impact, the mechanical 

properties of the materials (𝑌", 𝐾!, 𝜇, 𝜌 [12,18]), the physical 
properties of the planet (such as gravity), and the dynamical 
properties of primary and secondary impactors. The user 
can also choose to create ice deposition events, in which 
layers of ice are emplaced on the surface and set a surface 
sublimation rate. Throughout the simulation, the model 
periodically saves the subsurface layer structure and surface 
topography (Figure 1), and records histograms of impactor 
size and velocity, as well as craters’ depths and diameters. 
Future work will include temperature dependent subsurface 
ice retention rate [19]. 

Simulation parameters: In this work, we explore how 
impacts affect the stratigraphy of small-scale cold traps over 
1 Ga. To obtain lower limits on the amount of ice retained 
after the simulated time period, we assume only 1% of the 
displaced ice survives to be re-deposited as ejecta and a 
constant surface ice destruction rate of 1 m/Ga, which 
corresponds to a cold trap with surface temperature ~110 K 
[19]. We present two example scenarios: (a) initial deeply 
buried ice and (b) with additional periodic, episodic 
deposition events. In scenario (a), a 1-meter-thick regolith 
layer overlays a 10-meter-thick ice deposit. Scenario (b) is 
the same as (a), with the addition of episodic ice deposition 
events with ice thickness = 5 cm, simulating a series of 
impacts of hydrated asteroids or comets that occur in 
intervals of 100 Ma. For both simulations we use the same 
random seed, to produce the same topographic relief (Figure 
1), and an impactor size distribution with minimum 
impactor size = 0.1 m. 

Figure 1: Shaded relief of a 1 Ga old, 1 km wide surface. Orange 
line indicates the subsurface cross-sections presented in Figure 2. 
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Results: For both scenarios, we focus on an area where 
a ~10 m deep crater has formed (line in Figure 1). In 
scenario (a), we find a 1-meter-thick regolith blanket 
prevents most impactors from disrupting the buried ice 
layer. In some cases, large impactors can penetrate the 
regolith and expose the ice buried beneath it. However, due 
to the low volatile retention fraction in the displaced 
material, the ejecta blanket and elevated rim of those craters 
contain only minimal amounts of ice (Figure 2a, red inset). 
Ice that was exposed by the formation of the crater (Figure 
2a, green inset), quickly develops a protective sublimation 
lag which is slowly gardened by smaller impactors. In 
scenario (b), the frequent ice deposition events cause the 
upper meter of the regolith to become significantly more 
enriched than the regolith in scenario (a). This happens 
despite the low volatile retention fraction in the ejecta 
blanket, which is compensated for by the high frequency of 
small impacts. The intriguing outcome of scenario (b) is an 
ice rich regolith layer, which is separated from the buried 
ice layer by a layer of dry regolith (Figure 2b, black inset).  

Discussion: The two example simulations we present in 
this preliminary work correspond to two types of potential 
ice accumulation scenarios: in (a), ice was deposited in a 
primordial, single, extensive event, and in (b), this single 
extensive event is followed by further “comet impacts”, 
which deposit cm-thick layers of ice in constant intervals. 
Both scenarios drastically differ by the near-surface ice 
coherence and by the subsurface stratigraphy. In scenario 

(a), patches of exposed ice only appear on the floors of 
craters deep enough to penetrate the covering regolith. In 
this scenario, most of the volatiles are destroyed during the 
formation of the crater due to the high temperature of the 
shocked material, and the typical ice concentration is not 
significantly higher than that of dry regolith (as indicated by 
the similar colors of the layers in Figure 2). In scenario (b), 
the surface ice fraction is significantly higher than in (a), 
and the subsurface presents thinly layered stratigraphy, in 
which ice is interspersed between layers of dry or icy 
regolith. Results of this model could be used to calibrate 
future exploration missions to the Moon, both remote and 
in-situ, to infer the historic accumulation and destruction of 
cold-trapped ice near the lunar regions. 
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Figure 2: subsurface stratigraphy after 1 Ga. In simulation (a), we explore a single, extensive ice deposition event which is not followed by 
further depositions. In (b), we consider periodic ice depositions by hydrated impactors, which leave a 5-cm thick layer of ice on the surface. 
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